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The Electronic Communications Code and Property Law: Practice and ProcedureRoutledge, 2018

	
		Life now without access to electronic telecommunications would be regarded as highly unsatisfactory by most of the UK population. Such ready access would not have been achieved without methodical and ultimately enforceable means of access to the land on which to install the infrastructure necessary to support the development of an...
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Documenting Software Architectures: Views and BeyondAddison Wesley, 2002
"This book is of immense value. It should save you months of  trials and errors, lots of undeserved hassle, and many costly mistakes that  could potentially jeopardize the whole endeavor. It will become an important  reference on the shelf of the software architect."—From the Foreword by Philippe  Kruchten,...
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C++ Programming for the Absolute Beginner (For the Absolute Beginner)Course Technology PTR, 2002
No experience required to Learn C++ Programming

If you are new to programming with C++ and are looking for a solid  introduction, this is the reference for you. Developed by computer science  professors, books in the for the Absolute Beginner series teach the  principles of programming though simple game creating. You will...
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Implementing CIFS: The Common Internet File SystemPrentice Hall, 2003
"The book that Microsoft should have written, but didn't."
—Jeremy Allison, Samba Team

"Your detailed explanations are clear and backed-up with source code—and the numerous bits of humor make a dry subject very enjoyable to read."
—J.D. Lindemann, network engineer, Adaptec, Inc.

The...
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Implementing SSH: Strategies for Optimizing the Secure ShellJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
    Secure Shell (SSH) is a utility that can be described in many different ways. It can be described as a protocol, an encryption tool, a client/server application, or a command interface. Along with its various descriptions, SSH provides various functions with a single package. SSH’s diverse set of services and the ability to...
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UMTS and Mobile ComputingArtech House Publishers, 2002
This unique book bridges the gap between ubiquitous computing (UBICOMP) and third generation mobile communication. A first-of-its-kind, this resource helps you decide which are the most promising technologies to use for specific mobile communication applications. Scenarios indicate how new applications will be developed and how to implement them....
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Access 2007 VBA Programmer's ReferenceWrox Press, 2007
Access 2007 VBA Programmer's Reference
Written by Access MVPs and Microsoft Access testers, this resource will give you the tools to leverage Access 2007's built-in functionality and VBA in order to build more dynamic applications. It explores all aspects of VBA programming for Access and describes the latest innovations. You'll also find...
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Maple and Mathematica: A Problem Solving Approach for MathematicsSpringer, 2007
This book compares the two computer algebra programs, Maple and Mathematica used by students, mathematicians, scientists, and engineers.
Structured by presenting both systems in parallel, Mathematicas users can learn Maple quickly by finding the Maple equivalent to Mathematica functions, and vice versa. 

This student reference handbook...
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Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0 Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2007
Welcome to Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0 Administrator's Pocket Consultant. As the author of over 65 books, I've been writing professionally about Web publishing and Web servers since 1994. Over the years, I've written about many different Web server technologies and products, but my favorite has always...
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People-Focused Knowledge Management: How Effective Decision Making Leads to Corporate SuccessButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
The business environment has changed. Sharper competition requires organizations to exhibit greater effectiveness in their operations and services and faster creation of new products and servicesall hallmarks of the knowledge economy. Up until now, most of the knowledge management literature has focused on technology, systems, or culture. This book...
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ITIL Version 3 at a Glance: Information Quick ReferenceSpringer, 2008
ITIL® Version 3 At a Glance takes a graphical approach to consolidating the information of ITIL® version 3. ITIL® is an internationally-recognized set of best practices for providing IT service management. IT organizations worldwide are implementing ITIL® as a vehicle for improving IT service quality and improve...
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Encyclopedia of Information Communication TechnologyIGI Global, 2008
The Encyclopedia of Information Communication Technology (ICT) is a comprehensive resource describing the influence of information communication technology in scientific knowledge construction and spreading, with emphasis on the roles of product technologies, process technologies, and context technologies.
A reference point for studies...
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